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CES 2022 will return to Las Vegas for an in-person and digital event from Jan. 5-8, 2022. Today the Consumer Technology Association (CTA)® announced it has selected Web Summit as the digital platform ...
Web Summit Selected as Digital Platform Provider for CES 2022
MindMed CMO to Chair Digital Biomarkers Summit.. NEW YORK, Oct. 25, 2021. NEW YORK, Oct. 25, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Mind M ...
MindMed CMO to Chair Digital Biomarkers Summit
Duckett holds a Bachelor’s degree in Finance and Marketing from the University ... and has been featured on Fox and in the Forbes Healthcare Summit. Additionally, she is an active policy ...
2021 Forbes Healthcare Summit: Breakthrough Solutions for the Next Decade
The virtual summit drew over 1,000 CEOs, CROs, CMOs, and sales and marketing leaders to share industry trends, strategies, and tactics to optimize their sales for the ...
SalesIntel Annual Summit 2021 Helps Over a Thousand Professionals Invigorate Their Sales
The world is witnessing an increasing demand for wireless networks, projecting an unprecedented rise in data traffic in the near future. Tech advancements ...
Green ICT For Green Development: Huawei’s Commitment For A Carbon Neutral Future At the Better World Summit
The world's biggest tech show will have a digital platform to let virtual and in-person attendees connect. They'll also see new categories in Las Vegas including space and food tech.
CES will be back in January, both in physical and digital form
InterSystems, a creative data technology provider dedicated to helping customers solve the most critical scalability, interoperability and speed challenges, today announced that it will share its ...
InterSystems shares vision for innovations in data at Virtual Summit 2021
Lorraine Barber-Miller is an accomplished global Chief Marketing ... Under 30, Healthcare and AgTech. Chirag Kulkarni is the Cofounder and CMO of Medly, a full-service, digital pharmacy that ...
2021 Forbes CMO Summit – Episode 2
The Womennovator Global Summit 2021 and 1000 Women of Asia Award will be held virtually from the 18th -24th21. A week-long celebration where we shall recognizeand celebrate the contribution of women ...
Gvriksh kickstarts 7th edition of 'Womennovator Global Summit 2021'
The Lisbon Altice Arena will welcome up to 70,000 attendees and 1,000 exhibitors this year for the world’s largest tech conference, the Web Summit. We spoke to three of the companies attending the ...
Meet h2a, Losch Digital Lab and Tomorrow Street
Endeavor Nigeria, the leading community of high-impact entrepreneurs in Nigeria, is set to hold its 3rd annual scaleup entrepreneurship summit, Catalysing ...
Endeavor Nigeria Holds 3rd Annual Entrepreneurship Summit Oct 21
AmerisourceBergen concluded its second annual ThinkLive Trade virtual event, a three-day online summit geared toward brand, specialty, generic and consumer-product manufacturers. Over the course of ...
AmerisourceBergen & Global Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Discuss Moving Health Forward at Second Annual ThinkLive Trade Virtual Conference
The Womennovator Global Summit 2021 and 1000 Women of Asia Award commenced virtually on Monday and will continue till 24th October 2021. A week-long celebration where we shall recognize and celebrate ...
Womennovator Global Summit 2021 starts creating business and trading opportunities…
SANTA BARBARA, Calif., Oct. 6, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- During its 7th annual Invoca Summit conference, Invoca, the leader in conversation intelligence for revenue teams, announced its 2021 Invoca ...
Invoca Announces 2021 Invoca Summit Award Winners in Conversation Intelligence Excellence
Black Enterprise will host its second annual Women of Power Tech virtual summit experience on Wednesday, Oct. 27 and Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021. An extension of the Women of Power Summit, firmly ...
Second Annual Women Of Power Tech Virtual Experience To Engage Top Black Women Leaders In The Tech Industry
African startups raised $1.19 billion. However, female CEOs raised just 14% of the financing, up from 2% for the same period last year.
10 African women in Tech at the forefront of Africa’s Digital Transformation in 2021
AS the Nigerian economy still reigns as the largest in Africa despite daunting challenges, Endeavor Nigeria is set to hold its third annual ‘Scaleup Entrepreneurship Summit' October 21, 2021.
ENDEAVOR holds 3rd annual ‘Scaleup Entrepreneurship Summit’ October 21
SoftServe, a leading digital authority and consulting company, will participate in the annual Web Summit 2021 in Lisbon, Portugal, as part of the first-ever Ukraine Pavilion that will present ...
SoftServe to Join Ukraine Pavilion at Web Summit 2021
Wedo, an American and European communication and financial platform built for people who want to take charge of and monetize their online business, will offer a sneak peek of their new video drop-in ...
Wedo to beta launch at Lisbon Web Summit 2021
The metaverse will get discussed at Nvidia's annual GPU Technology Conference (GTC), an online event happening November 8-11.

In UnHealthcare, Silicon Valley entrepreneur and investor Hemant Taneja and Jefferson Health CEO Stephen Klasko, along with writer Kevin Maney, make a provocative case for a new data-driven, cloud-based category of healthcare called "health assurance." The authors show how health assurance can be built using today's
technology, how it will help us all stay healthier at less cost, and how data from health assurance services can help individuals and officials contain and manage deadly virus outbreaks such as Covid-19. More than just a thesis, UnHealthcare is a guide to how entrepreneurs, healthcare professionals, and policymakers
can bring health assurance to the mainstream and finally develop a solution to America's healthcare debacle.
The international bestseller—now in a new edition When it comes to marketing, anything goes in the Digital Age, right? Well, not quite. While marketing and public relations tactics do seem to change overnight, every smart businessperson knows that it takes a lot more than the 'next big thing.' The New Rules of
Marketing & PR is an international bestseller with more than 375,000 copies sold in twenty-nine languages. In the latest edition of this pioneering guide to the future of marketing, you'll get a step-by-step action plan for leveraging the power of the latest approaches to generating attention for your idea or your
business. You'll learn how get the right information to the right people at the right time—at a fraction of the cost of traditional advertising. The Internet continues to change the way people communicate and interact with each other, and if you're struggling to keep up with what's trending in social media, online
videos, apps, blogs, or more, your product or service is bound to get lost in the ether. In The New Rules of Marketing & PR, you'll get access to the tried-and-true rules that will keep you ahead of the curve when using the latest and greatest digital spaces to their fullest PR, marketing, and customercommunications potential. Keeping in mind that your audience is savvy and crunched for time, this essential guide shows you how to cut through the online clutter to ensure that your message gets seen and heard. Serves as the ideal resource for entrepreneurs, business owners, marketers, PR professionals, and nonprofit managers Offers a wealth of compelling case studies and real-world examples Includes information on new platforms including Facebook Live and Snapchat Shows both small and large organizations how to best use Web-based communication Finally, everything you need to speak directly to your audience and establish
a personal link with those who make your business work is in one place.
This book aims to comprehensively address several modern concepts and practices in health care marketing not sufficiently addressed by existing literature. This includes the integrated nature of health care marketing, operations management, IT and human resource management; increased use of digital technology and
social media; emphasis on enhancing customer-patient experience when strategizing and implementing health care marketing; application of modern services marketing concepts to health care marketing mix, among others.It also addresses recent changes in the U.S. health care industry. Some key issues covered are the
increase in federal and state government involvement and oversight of health care delivery; increase in laws and regulations affecting health care management and marketing; growth of specialized health care markets such as Medicare, Medicaid and Affordable Care Act; globalization of health care and greater focus on
legal and ethical health care marketing practices.Modern Health Care Marketing is an essential read to understand the integrated nature of health care marketing in the technologically driven, customer/patient-focused and globalized environment. It is also a useful reference for professionals to pick up best
practices on addressing challenges faced in the modern health care industry.
Filled with compelling case studies and real-world examples, this pioneering guide presents up-to-date marketing strategies for using the Internet and social media to promote products and services directly to the widest audience. Original.
Social media pervades people’s awareness and everyday lives while also influencing societal and cultural patterns. In response to the social media age, advertising agents are creating new strategies that best suit changing consumer relationships. The Handbook of Research on Effective Advertising Strategies in the
Social Media Age focuses on the radically evolving field of advertising within the new media environment. Covering new strategies, structural transformation of media, and changing advertising ethics, this book is a timely publication for policymakers, government officials, academicians, researchers, and school
practitioners interested in furthering their research exposure and analyzing the rapidly evolving advertising sector and its reflection on social media.
The Only Innovation Guide You Will Ever Need--from the Award-Winning Minds at Mayo Clinic A lot of businesspeople talk about innovation, but few companies have achieved the level of truly transformative innovation as brilliantly--or as famously--as the legendary Mayo Clinic. Introducing Think Big, Start Small, Move
Fast, the first innovation guide based on the proven, decade-long program that’s made Mayo Clinic one of the most respected and successful organizations in the world. This essential must-have guide shows you how to: Inspire and ignite trailblazing innovation in your workplace Design a new business model that’s
creative, collaborative, and sustainable Apply the traditional scientific method to the latest innovations in "design thinking" Build a customized toolkit of the best practices, project portfolios, and strategies Increase your innovation capacity--and watch how quickly you succeed These field-tested techniques grew
out of the health care industry but are designed to work with any complex organization. Written by three Mayo Clinic Center for Innovation insiders--Dr. Nicholas LaRusso, Barbara Spurrier, and Dr. Gianrico Farrugia--the book offers a wealth of transformative ideas and strategies. The concise, easy-to-implement
methods can help jump-start your employees' creative potential, involve them in the collaborative process, and pave the way to the future of sustainable innovation. You get step-by-step advice on building leadership teams, accelerator platforms for speeding up results, and fascinating case studies of innovation in
action from the files of the Mayo Clinic Center for Innovation. In today's fast-moving world, it's innovation that drives success. This book gives you the keys. ADVANCE PRAISE FOR THINK BIG, START SMALL, MOVE FAST: "Truly great organizations do not just achieve great results; they are also relentless in the pursuit
of continual improvement. This book offers both methods and motivation to leaders in any industry who understand that the pursuit of excellence is never-ending." -- Donald Berwick, M.D., MPP, President Emeritus and Senior Fellow, Institute for Healthcare Improvement "Do you want your organization to deliver a
shockingly better customer experience? Here is Mayo's method that transformed the patient experience by making innovation systemic, the human side of innovation." -- Scott Cook, Cofounder and Chairman of the Executive Committee, Intuit "A powerful set of actionable, yet importantly nonprescriptive, principles for
transformative change that will inspire and challenge all of us to reenvision a system that delivers health, not just care, for all our patients." -- Rebecca Onie, Cofounder and CEO, Health Leads "This book should serve both as a how-to guide for medical professionals and an inspiration for other innovators all over
the country." -- T. R. Reid, reporter and author of The Healing of America "Powerful insight on how to deliver meaningful innovations time and again." -- Frans van Houten, CEO, Royal Philips "Leaders who seek to accelerate new innovation competencies can benefit from this hands-on guide." -- Sarah Miller Caldicott,
great grandniece of Thomas Edison, and CEO, Power Patterns of Innovation "Read this book. . . . Copy its practices. It will save you years of misery and missteps as you build your own innovation revolution." -- Larry Keeley, Cofounder, Doblin Inc., and Director, Deloitte Consulting LLP
Bestselling author Steven Matthews has lived a life full of adventure and intrigue. Born into poverty, Steven had to learn a variety of skills to survive. He's worked as an app developer for a while, then opened series of restaurants, then started a cannabis growing operation, built it up, and sold it. He used the
money to build and live in a tiny house for a few years while traveling around North America meeting people and doing odd jobs, he wanted to see more. When he realized he couldn't take his house across the ocean, Steven sold it and moved to China for a few years… That's when things got interesting. Today, Steven
lives in the desert outskirts of Las Vegas in a house he built himself. Together with his American Eskimo, Gala (Portuguese for "Lady Killer"), Steven is determined to catalog all of the information he's picked up over the years by writing a new book each week. He hopes to hit 100 published books by next year.
This book presents a comprehensive state-of the-art approach to digital health technologies and practices within the broad confines of healthcare practices. It provides a canvas to discuss emerging digital health solutions, propelled by the ubiquitous availability of miniaturized, personalized devices and
affordable, easy to use wearable sensors, and innovative technologies like 3D printing, virtual and augmented reality and driverless robots and vehicles including drones. One of the most significant promises the digital health solutions hold is to keep us healthier for longer, even with limited resources, while
truly scaling the delivery of healthcare. Digital Health: Scaling Healthcare to the World addresses the emerging trends and enabling technologies contributing to technological advances in healthcare practice in the 21st Century. These areas include generic topics such as mobile health and telemedicine, as well as
specific concepts such as social media for health, wearables and quantified-self trends. Also covered are the psychological models leveraged in design of solutions to persuade us to follow some recommended actions, then the design and educational facets of the proposed innovations, as well as ethics, privacy,
security, and liability aspects influencing its acceptance. Furthermore, sections on economic aspects of the proposed innovations are included, analyzing the potential business models and entrepreneurship opportunities in the domain.

What is inclusive design? It is simple. It means that your product has been created with the intention of being accessible to as many different users as possible. For a long time, the concept of accessibility has been limited in terms of only defining physical spaces. However, change is afoot: personal technology
now plays a part in the everyday lives of most of us, and thus it is a responsibility for designers of apps, web pages, and more public-facing tech products to make them accessible to all. Our digital era brings progressive ideas and paradigm shifts – but they are only truly progressive if everybody can participate.
In Inclusive Design for a Digital World, multiple crucial aspects of technological accessibility are confronted, followed by step-by-step solutions from User Experience Design professor and author Regine Gilbert. Think about every potential user who could be using your product. Could they be visually impaired? Have
limited motor skills? Be deaf or hard of hearing? This book addresses a plethora of web accessibility issues that people with disabilities face. Your app might be blocking out an entire sector of the population without you ever intending or realizing it. For example, is your instructional text full of animated words
and Emoji icons? This makes it difficult for a user with vision impairment to use an assistive reading device, such as a speech synthesizer, along with your app correctly. In Inclusive Design for a Digital World, Gilbert covers the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 requirements, emerging technologies
such as VR and AR, best practices for web development, and more. As a creator in the modern digital era, your aim should be to make products that are inclusive of all people. Technology has, overall, increased connection and information equality around the world. To continue its impact, access and usability of such
technology must be made a priority, and there is no better place to get started than Inclusive Design for a Digital World. What You’ll Learn The moral, ethical, and high level legal reasons for accessible design Tools and best practices for user research and web developers The different types of designs for
disabilities on various platforms Familiarize yourself with web compliance guidelines Test products and usability best practices Understand past innovations and future opportunities for continued improvement Who This Book Is For Practitioners of product design, product development, content, and design can benefit
from this book.
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